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A CL'nsiderablo amount of work has l)eeu d(7iic on the propagation of 
ultrasonic waves in organic liquids and liquid mixtures by Partliasarthy (1935). 
Mikhaylov (1949), Kudryavtsev (1951) and Bergmanu (1950) However, no 
attempt has been made to investigate the propagatif)u of ultraBonic waves at the 
Ii(luefactdon temperature of the inert and polar gases On the basis of experi­
mental data Kao (1940) has suggested an emiDirical l elation connecting the 
temperature coefficient of velocity of sound and the temperature ocoefficieiit 
of volume and may be 'written as
A p p l ic a t io n  o f  R a o ’ s ru le  to  liq u ified  in ert gases
- A ( 1 )
>vliere A is a constant known as llao ’s empirical constant and has been found 
to bo practicall}^ equal to -1-3 for most of the organic liquids.
In the present investigation, the authors have verified the Rao’s rule in 
the case of liquid helium and argon at their liquefaction temperature on 
the basis of the interaction-potential approach. Various potential energy func­
tions liavo been suggested for the interaction between the atoms or molecules 
The simplest of them is the inverse form of the overlap interaction. In terms 
of volume the inverse potential form may bo wi’itten as
(^ (v) — —OLV~^ -\-Pv~^ ’ (2)
where a, /?, /t and v are constants o f the potential energy functions and v is the 
molar volume.
The equation of state of a gas for the condensed S5'^ atem may be expressed
hT dip
^ V dv (3)
Using equation (3) the following relation for A the Bao’s constant has been obtained
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Tilt) computed values ol‘ A employing etiuation (4) for liquid helium and liquid 
argon arc proHenicd in iable 1 Those values ot A have been utilized to derive 
the following equations lor the velocity of sound at the temperature of liquefaction
' — R for helium d ... (5)
== R tor argon
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... (6)
where M is the molecular weight, 0  the velocity of uUrasonio waves in the subs­
tance d the density of the substance and R is an additive constant which depends 
upon chemical constitution of the substance but is independent of temperature. 
For other liquified gases the work is in progress and will be published 8hortl3^
T au lk  1. Values of A for liquid helium and liquid argon.
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